Jeep compass 4 cylinder

There's no mistaking the Compass for anything but a Jeep â€”although we do think this is one
of the prettier Jeep designsâ€”and its ability to actually survive off-road is uncommon in this
class. However, even though it wears the company's unmistakable seven-slot grille and has the
hardware to handle some rugged terrain, its ride and interior quality are less refined than many
of its direct rivals, such as the Mazda CX-5 and Honda CR-V. Likewise, it doesn't offer as much
towing or off-road capability as the Jeep Cherokee. We're also not fond of its underpowered
four-cylinder engine and the lethargic automatic transmission that's assigned to all-wheel-drive
models. Although the Compass offers loads of technology and practical cargo space, it's one of
the least desirable compact crossovers. The Compass enters with minor changes. There's a
new 80th Anniversary Edition that's based on the Latitude trim level and features Granite
Crystal inch wheels, leather seats with contrast stitching, a power-adjustable driver's seat,
remote start, an 8. Other flourishes include trim-specific badging, an oak medallion key fob, and
piano-black and gunmetal interior accents. The Limited and Trailhawk trims both add more
standard active safety features, such as adaptive cruise control and lane-keeping assist. We'd
maximize the Compass' value by sticking with the base Sport model. We're fine with keeping the
black inch steel wheels, and we'd opt for the Olive Green paintâ€”one of the many extra-cost
color options. The available rock rails help protect the side sills when we inevitably venture off
the beaten path, and the optional compact spare tire should help prevent us from getting
stranded in the event of a flat when we're out in the boonies. Inside, we think the Sandstorm
cloth upholstery is more attractive than the all-black theme. Along with the Cold Weather
package heated front seats and steering wheel, remote start, and more , we'd choose the
Advance Safety and Safety and Security packages. The latter brings a mix of blind-spot
monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, adaptive cruise control, automatic high-beams, and more.
The four-cylinder engine that powers every Compass is lethargic, and the optional nine-speed
automatic transmission is slow to execute shifts. All front-wheel models are equipped with a
six-speed automatic. Buyers who choose all-wheel drive will enjoy a variety of
terrain-conquering drive modes. An automatic setting allows the car to direct torque to the
wheels as it sees fit, while Snow, Sand, and Mud modes allow varying amounts of wheelslip for
improved traction. Trailhawk models add a low "crawler" gear ratio and a Rock mode, which
keeps the Compass in first gear and directs torque only to the wheels that can find grip. The
Compass feels more agile than its tall, boxy profile would suggest, responding ably to inputs
from the nicely weighted steering wheel. There is some lean during tight cornering, but overall
the Compass feels well controlled, solidly planted, and capable on the road. An off-road course
we braved when we first drove the Compass revealed that it can hold its own at least over
moderate obstacles, and we noticed nary a stumble from the all-wheel-drive system. Despite
running in a class with several smaller vehiclesâ€”including some that are only available with
front-wheel driveâ€”the Compass is about as efficient as most competitors. The EPA estimates
the Compass will earn up to 22 mpg city and 31 highway. The last model we ran on our mph
highway fuel-economy route, which is part of our extensive testing regimen , and it returned 29
mpg result. The interior of the Compass is comfortable, functional, and has enough space for
four adult passengers. The back seat of the Compass is neither the largest nor the smallest of
the cars in this diverse, small-crossover class. It's hardly a luxury sedan, either, but high seat
bottoms in the back seat mean that passengers' legs are fully supported, and even long rides
can be comfortable. Despite its boxy exterior and what at first appears to be competitive cargo
volume, the Compass is not the roomiest of its set. It has enough luggage space for an airport
run but long trips could be a squeeze, and in-cabin storage space is somewhat lacking. The rear
seatbacks angle slightly upward when folded, and the Compass held only 17 carry-on suitcases
with the seats stowed. Jeep's Uconnect system is one of our favorite infotainment setups, and
we're glad to see it included as standard across the Compass lineup. Uconnect is simple to use
and responds quickly to inputs, and no matter which Compass you choose, you'll be treated to
a well-organized touchscreen-infotainment system with a USB port and an auxiliary input. Jeep
has made an impressive array of driver-assistance technology available on the Compass, but
none of it is standard. Key safety features include:. The Compass's warranty approximates the
coverage provided by several of its competitors, but Kia's extraordinarily long powertrain
warranty handily trumps Jeep's powertrain coverage. However, all models do come with three
years of free maintenance. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. More
Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew
Dorian and Eric Stafford. More on the Jeep Compass. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand
Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Jeep. P is a relatively common
trouble code with any vehicle, that includes the Jeep Compass. P is certainly a cause for
concern, and should be considered a threat to the drivability your Compass. It will often be
accompanied by codes P, P , P , etcâ€¦. Fixing P should be considered a high priority. It also can

cost money to ignore it, since driving with a misfire can damage the vehicles catalytic
converter. The engine is also not firing all of the fuel, so raw fuel is also passing through
Cylinder 4 into the exhaust. Mileage may suffer as well when your Compass has P as well. P is a
cylinder specific misfire code, which means that Cylinder 4 is misfiring and causing the code.
There are quite a few things that can cause the P trouble code to trigger the Jeep Compass.
Here are the most common problems that will throw the code. They are presented somewhat in
order from most to least likely to be causing the code:. If you follow the items listed above you
should be able to fix the P Inspect and test the parts of the ignition system around the cylinder
to determine whether or not you need to replace the coil packs, plugs, or wires. Most of the time
one of those three things will end up being the problem. You need to reset the trouble codes
and swap the coil pack, wire, and plug from Cylinder 4 to another. After that, Go ahead and
replace them or have them tested. After that you would want to test the fuel injection system. P
is cause for concern and left unfixed can leave you stranded or make the vehicle virtually
un-drivable. Fixing the problem causing the code to fire can save you time and money and keep
your Jeep Compass from breaking down. Quick action may also save your catalytic converter
from going bad. Good luck diagnosing the issue. If there is anything that you would like to add
please leave a comment below. Jeep Compass P Definition P is a cylinder specific misfire code,
which means that Cylinder 4 is misfiring and causing the code. The vehicle itself may begin to
run rough. It depends on how serious the misfire is. The vehicle may produce excess vibration,
especially at lower RPM. Fuel mileage may suffer. You may smell raw gas coming from the tail
pipe. The vehicle may backfire. Take a look at the electrodes and see if they are in good shape.
Most vehicles now come with iridium plugs that need changed very infrequently. That being
said, the plugs are a great place to start. Spark Plug Wires â€” On most modern engines, the
plug wires are not nearly as long as they once were, but they can still go bad. Coil Packs â€”
Coil packs rarely go bad, but when they do, they can certainly cause P in your Jeep Compass.
Replacing a set can be very expensive. This is definitely not the place to start. Popular
Mechanics : How to find a vacuum leak. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is very unlikely, but
it does happen. Low Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent valve, cracked
head, etc.. You should also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Is P a Serious Concern?
That makes it difficult to name direct competitors, though the Mazda CX and Subaru Crosstrek
are pretty similar in regards to size and price. In general, the Compass distinguishes itself from
the pack with easy-to-use technology features, a roomy back seat and better-than-average
off-road abilities. Like other Jeeps not named Wrangler or Gladiator, the Compass is available in
a Trailhawk trim level. It significantly boosts the Compass' off-road capability with underbody
skid plates, all-terrain tires and a lifted suspension. Compared to most of its rivals, the
Compass can get you further off the beaten path but feels a bit less refined. Is this distinctive
SUV right for you? Read our Expert Rating below to learn more. The Jeep Compass is a
subcompact crossover available in four trim levels: Sport , Latitude , Limited and Trailhawk.
There are also Altitude and 80th Anniversary Edition versions of the Latitude that add unique
exterior accents and a few extra features. All come with a 2. Front-wheel drive is standard, and
all-wheel drive is optional on all Compasses except the Trailhawk, which comes standard with
AWD. Along with access to a few additional option packages, the Compass Latitude adds:. The
Compass Limited is the most comprehensively equipped. It builds on the Latitude equipment by
adding:. The AWD-only Trailhawk is based on the Latitude but adds a few of the Limited's
upgrades, including the larger touchscreen and safety features. You also get:. Many of the
features in upper trim levels are available on other trims via option packages. Other significant
options include:. My wife drives a Compass Limited AWD, there are tons of reviews everywhere
that talk about the seating, size, comfort, whatever. Let's talk about the big bugaboo - the
complaints about sluggish performance. First off, there is nothing wrong with the motor. Wind it
up to over 3k RPM and it will go, no question about it. Fast revving, lots of fun, plenty of passing
power, pay attention or you can hit the redline quickly. It's maddening, but you can easily
overcome the problem by slapping the shifter to the left and using the manual-matic shifting
function to go down a gear or two. On a flat 45 MPH road, trans wants to be in 7, when I drive it's
in 5, maybe 6. Try it and you'll see what I mean, it's a bunch of fun if you want it to be. Oh, if the
problem ended there. While this technique works I use it every time I go out the engineers have
designed a delay in the downshifting to prevent numbskulled drivers from downshifting too fast
into a gear that's too low. Wish they wouldn't do that, I'm not an idiot. At the very least, they
could make this delay settable in the Settings on the info screen. Would also help if it had
shifter paddles flanking the steering wheel but I suspect the built in radio buttons are in the way
of that idea. Finally, for those who can't be bothered with manual mode, someone at Chrysler
needs to explain they didn't provide a Sport mode for the automatic that shifted later and stayed
in gear longer. Car would be an absolute blast and would only require one more shift gate with

an "S" printed next to it and a different transmission map. Must be emissions, cost cutting, fuel
economy, who knows, but it's pretty inexcusable no matter the reason. So why, after all this, do
I think you should buy one? It's the entire package. Best infotainment interface in the industry,
hands down, and I should know because I've seen them all auto auctioneer. Great styling, great
value for the money, especially the Limited which always seems to offer aggressive lease deals.
Standard heated seats and fat, leather steering wheel on the Limited, once you have that feature
you'll never live without it again. Easy to park, lots of available safety features, I could go on
and on. I have a larger family and can grab the keys to a variety of cars, including my daughter's
Ford Escape AWD with the 1. That car gets better fuel economy, shifts fine and is zippier. But it
drives and looks like a mini-minivan. Hand me the keys to the Compass every time, thank you. It
just has the IT factor that is hard to explain. Write a review. See all 2 reviews. It's roomier than
the Compass and comes with more high-tech safety features. It also comes with a turbocharged
1. The Wrangler is one of the most capable off-road vehicles you can buy. It's also one of the
most distinctive â€” how many other vehicles can you think of that have a removable roof and
doors? But it sacrifices quite a bit of comfort and convenience in exchange for its off-road
capability. The Compass is comparatively tame but is a better fit for what most people need
from a small SUV. Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Jeep Wrangler. The new Bronco
Sport should be an ideal alternative to the Compass. They are similar in size, and both offer
upgrades to enhance off-road capability and tackle dirt and wide-open spaces with ease. You
can't get a more powerful engine upgrade on the Compass, but Ford offers an upgraded
turbocharged hp engine on the Bronco Sport. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available
for the Jeep Compass and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Compass 4.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Compass. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Jeep Compass and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the Compass featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Jeep Compass. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Jeep Jeep Compass. Select year - New - New. Other years.
Pros Roomy seating for such a small vehicle Tech interface is attractive and easy to use
Trailhawk version is highly capable off-road Cons Four-cylinder engine's weak power delivery
Limited cargo space Nine-speed transmission's sluggish response What's new More standard
advanced driver safety features for Limited and Trailhawk trim levels 80th Anniversary
special-edition trim package added to the lineup Manual transmission is no longer available Part
of the second Compass generation introduced for The Compass isn't as quick or as
fuel-efficient as some other small SUVs, and interior cargo space is a little lacking. But overall
we think you'll find the Compass an agreeable pick, especially if you go for the Trailhawk

version. Think of the Compass as Grand Cherokee Lite. We tested the Compass Trailhawk. It
will surprise you with its impressive capability when the trail gets tough. The all-terrain tires and
lockable center differential are features that you won't find on most rival SUVs. But some of the
things that make the Trailhawk so good off-road hurt it on pavement. Emergency braking from
60 mph took feet in Edmunds testing, which we primarily attribute to the low-grip all-terrain
tires. Its underwhelming handling is the same, and its mph time of The transmission can be
slow to downshift too. The Compass Trailhawk isn't the most comfortable choice in the
segment, but it is a little better than average. This is true even on models without the
Trailhawk's off-road-oriented tire and suspension package. The front seat cushions are firm and
have adequate lateral support. The climate system's mix of buttons and touchscreen controls
works great. We also like the optional heated seats and steering wheel, which get toasty. On the
downside, there's a moderate amount of wind noise on the highway and, at least in the
Trailhawk with its knobby tires, noticeable road noise on rougher road surfaces. Other Compass
versions should be a little quieter. The Compass' interior is straightforward with good
ergonomics. All of the controls are laid out well, and the Trailhawk's drive mode dial is easy to
use. The driver's seat has plenty of adjustment range. Passengers can get in and out with ease
thanks to the wide doors with squared-off tops. Once inside, the Compass impresses with a
spacious cabin with plenty of head- and legroom front and back. The driver has a good view of
the road ahead, though the chunky roof pillars create blind spots in the rear. While it's not a
tech-heavy vehicle, the Compass proves that quality is better than quantity. The available 8.
Voice controls are similarly impressive, though voice recognition is merely average. Still, the
system interfaces with multiple aspects of the infotainment system. You can even send
prewritten texts and adjust climate settings. There are many available driver assist systems, but
most work just OK. While cargo volume is on the low side for this class of SUV, the available
space is useful. You''ll find multiple storage areas throughout the cabin that are perfect for
small items. The armrest bin can hold large phones or a small camera, and the glovebox is
decently sized. As a family vehicle, the Compass loses a few points because its child car-seat
anchors are buried in the seat cushions and are hard to find and access. All-wheel-drive
Compass models such as the Trailhawk can tow up to 2, pounds, a decent rating for this
segment. To do it you'll need the optional tow kit that adds a four-pin harness and an integrated
Class III hitch. The Compass Trailhawk we tested managed to get about 28 mpg on our mile
mixed-driving evaluation route. However, most rival SUVs are more fuel-efficient overall. The
Trailhawk can considered a good value given its capability. But you may want to look elsewhere
if a regular Compass is on your radar. Pricing can be a little higher than the norm, and warranty
coverage is average. For most people, going off-road is not a daily occurrence. But for
enthusiasts who like getting dirty, exploring the less worn path is a genuinely enjoyable thing to
do. They will happily tolerate the Trailhawk's on-road sluggishness in exchange for its
surprising capability off-road. While most crossovers will reside in suburbia, Jeep infused the
Compass with the right look and feel to keep drivers smiling. Rather than going with the
bare-bones Compass Sport or Latitude, we recommend buyers take a closer look at the Limited
or Trailhawk trim level. The upgraded 8. Starting things out is the Sport trim. It builds on the
Latitude equipment by adding: Remote engine start 8. You also get: Off-road-oriented tires
Raised suspension Underbody skid plates Tow hooks Hill descent control Many of the features
in upper trim levels are available on other trims via option packages. Other significant options
include: Xenon headlights Nine-speaker Alpine premium audio system Integrated navigation
system Power liftgate Sunroof. Read more. Find savings on the Compass for sale near you. ZIP
Code. See Pricing. See all Compass lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Compass. Most
helpful consumer reviews 4 out of 5 stars, So let's talk about that motor and trans. Also can
disconnect the rear wheels to decrease fuel use. Full-Speed Forward Collision Warning Warns
you if it detects the risk of a front collision and can prime the brakes to minimize reaction time.
LaneSense Lane Departure Warning Warns you if the Compass starts to drift out of its intended
lane and can apply corrective steering. Side Impact Test Good. Jeep Compass vs. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Related Compass Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the Compass
both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about Jeep Compass fuel
economy, so it's important to know that the Compass gets an EPA-estimated 25 mpg. What
about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind
that the Compass has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether
the Jeep Compass is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from
real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Compass. Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Compass's average consumer
rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the
Jeep Compass is a good car. Edmunds' expert te
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sting team reviewed the Compass and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity
and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Compass is a good car
for you. If you're interested in the Jeep Compass, the next question is, which Compass model is
right for you? What do people think of the Jeep Compass? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds
experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Jeep Compass and all
model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Jeep Compass?
Which Jeep Compasses are available in my area? Can't find a new Jeep Compasss you want in
your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Jeep
Compass? Check out Jeep lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the Compass drive?
How comfortable is the Compass? How economical is the Compass? Is the Compass a good
value?

